Abstract-In this study, we discuss omni-directional walking of a quadruped robot to walk on a slope. A method for successive gait-transition on a slope with specified body posture is introduced. Using this method, a trade-off between the moving speed and the body posture has been verified. Simulations and experiments showed that the proposed method for stable slope walking of a quadruped robot is valid.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the high adaptability to the environment, legged robots can be applied for a wide variety of applications. Those applications involve life saving in a disaster stricken district, operation in a construction field, etc. Researches on quadruped robots have been widely carried out [1] - [5] . For the robot to perform its movement in any decided direction, we have discussed the successive gait-transition method [6] for a quadruped robot to realize omni-directional static walking among the crawl gaits and the rotation gaits. It successively performed gait-transition stably and continuously with the least number of steps using the common foot position (a leg position common to two gaits before and after gait-transition).
However, applicable environment for the method was restricted to horizontal surfaces only, and therefore, the quadruped robot could not exhibit high adaptability to environments. Here, we have considered an extension to the omnidirectional walking on a slope. When we think of walking on a slope, it is required to keep the body posture horizontal when the task for the robot is conveyance. But in such case, there will occur a problem that leg movable region become small because of inclination of the slope, and therefore, the moving speed will become slow. Due to this reason, it is necessary to discuss the relation between the moving speed and the body posture, and derive the body posture that gives the fastest moving speed on a slope.
In this study, we propose a method for successive gaittransition to realize the omni-directional static walking of the quadruped robot on a slope where the body posture can be inclined arbitrarily. We also discuss the relation of the moving speed and the body posture on a slope. In order to consider a walk environment of the quadruped robot on a slope, we set coordinate systems as shown in Fig. 1 . All the coordinate systems are right-hand coordinate system. We assume the slope with a fixed inclination 0, and the distance in the normal direction from the center of gravity (COG) to slope be a fixed value h. The robot posture is determined by the rotation around 3 axes, Roll,Pitch,Yaw.
(denoted as ObR, ObP, ObY)
Body coordinate NO The origin G, is located at COG, its X-axis is in the front direction of the body, its Y-axis is in the left direction and Z-axis is in the top direction.
Horizontal surface coordinate Y0: The origin Go is an intersection of the gravity direction from COG and slope. Its Z-axis is normal to the horizontal plane, and its X-axis is in the direction of orthogonal projection of the X , -axis to horizontal plane.
Slope coordinate Y: The origin GQ is common to G , its X-axis is the inclination direction of a slope, and Z-axis is normal direction with the slope. 
where p is the translation vector from S, to ZO. In this study, gaits are first planned on , S, and the result is transformed into ones on NO, to control the robot.
B. Leg movable region and area on a slope
In this study, we unilize the robot model shown in Fig.2(a) , and assume the mechanical leg movable area to be an octahedron with the center on the common foot position c i for the standard posture on the horizontal plane. As shown in Fig.2(b) , the leg movable region Ri on a slope is a polygon resulted from intersection of leg movable areas and the slope. In order to perform the gait-transition with the least number of steps, the feet before and after gait-transition are designed to have common position as shown in Fig.3 .
In the case of the walking on a horizontal plane, the positions of the supporting legs at the standard posture are defined as the common foot position (CFP) . In this case, the point of vertical projecting of COG to the ground is the same as the intersection of two diagonal lines of supporting legs. When such CFP is set, it can move in all the directions from a stop state, and the stability is maintainable, no matter which leg swings first.
But for walking on a slope, as shown in Fig.4 , it is necessary to shift CFP according to the following condition.
1) The point GQ must be on the intersection of the supporting leg diagonal lines for CFP.
2) The pre-set minimum stability margin Smin, must be maintained, and the stability margin SM shold be set as possible up to Sh,o, stability margin for horizontal 3) The pre-set minimum stroke length must be maintained. The algorithm for deciding the CFP for walking on a slope is shown in Fig.5 . Here, symbols are defined as follows:
Smi Stability margin lines on a slope Ri The movable region of each leg considering the minimum stroke cti Temporary CFP. At first calculation, it is a middle point of a line resulted from intersection of Ri and Smi Error: With specified body posture, the omni-directional walking on a slope is impossible Omni-directional walking with a specified body posture on a slope is realizable by guaranteeing the above-mentioned conditions. D. Omni-directional walking by crawl gait and rotation gait Fig.6 shows how to select a walking gait from four crawl gaits and two rotation gaits. Depending on the position of the center of rotation, a gait for walking is selected from X-crawl, RX-crawl, Y-crawl, RY-crawl, 0-rotation and RO-rotation [6] . The successive omni-directional static walking is generated by continuous gait-transitions between these gaits.
Standard gait planning: 1) Select a gait according to the position of the turning center.
2) Derive the landing position of the swinging leg and the lifting position of the supporting leg based on the leg moveable region. In this section, we discuss a method of successive gaittransition with the specified body posture on a slope while changing the turning center. When the position of new turning center is given, the corresponding gait is selected first, and the corresponding leg positions are derived next, and finally, the legs will be moved from the current positions to new positions.
The gait-transition between gaits, can be classified as following * Gait-transition from crawl to crawl * Gait-transition from crawl to rotation * Gait-transition from rotation to crawl * Gait-transition from rotation to rotation Next, we discuss these four types of stable successive gaittransition on a slope.
A. Gait-transition from crawl gait to crawl gait
The gait-transition from crawl to crawl can be classified into the following two cases based on which leg is first swung at start of gait-transition. The gait-transitions for these two cases are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8 [6] , where 'U' describes the swinging leg at step 1, 'C' is the leg opposite to the leg U, 'A' describes the front leg in the walking direction of the original gait except the leg U or the leg C, and 'B' is the opposite leg of the leg A, respectively.
B. Gait-transition from crawl gait to rotation gait
Depending on the leg's position at Step 2 of gait-transition, we can classify this type of gait-transition into two cases as shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 [6] , where 'U' describes the swinging leg at step 1, 'C' is the leg opposite to the leg U, 'A' describes the leg swung right after the leg U of new gait, and 'B' is the leg opposite to the leg A, respectively.
C. Gait-transition from rotation gait to crawl gait
The gait-transition from rotation to crawl can be performed from any state of the rotation gait. Its procedure is shown in Fig. 11 [6] , where 'U' describes the swinging leg at step 1, 'C' is the leg opposite to the leg U, 'A' describes the front leg in the walking direction of new gait except the leg U or the leg C, and 'B' is the opposite leg of leg A, respectively.
D. Gait-transition from rotation gait to rotation gait
Same as the gait-transition from rotation to crawl, the gait transition from rotation to rotation can be performed from any state of the rotation gait. Its procedure is shown in Fig. 12 [6] , where, 'U' describes the swinging leg at step 1, 'C' is the leg opposite to the leg U, 'A' describes the leg swung right after the leg U in new gait, and 'B' is the leg opposite to the leg A, respectively.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the validity of the proposed static omnidirectional walking method on a slope, the stability margin in slope walking by the proposed method was measured using simulations and experiments. In the simulation, the robot performed omni-directional walking with given walking speed and rotation speed using the full size of a real robot TITAN-VIII [7] . The time of swinging leg was fixed to 1.O[s]. The basal plane of leg movable area Fig.2(a) We first show the motion trajectory of the COG, the corresponding stability margin, and the supporting/swinging phase of each leg for each gait-transition pattern in Fig.13-Fig. 18 . In the simulations, stability margin was kept larger than 0 during the gait-transition. From these results, it can be stated that the omni-directional walking on a slope with specified body posture can be performed stably using the proposed method.
Next, we performed experiments using a real robot on In order to consider the relation bewteen the body posture and the moving speed, we investigated the body posture that leads to the fastest moving speed on a slope using following simulations. Fig.21(a) Fig.21(b) , and when the Roll= 9.5[deg] the moving speed became fastest.
These results show that the body posture giving the fastest moving speed is not horizontal or parallel to the slope. The body posture that gives the largest leg movable region is parallel to the slope. However, it is necessary to shift the CFP to perform the successive gait-transition as shown in Fig.4 . According to this reason, when a posture is parallel to the slope, the amount of shifts will become the largest, and the leg movable region will become narrow, and therefore, moving speed also decreases. As a consequence of the abovementioned discussions, it can be said that there exists a tradeoff between the moving speed and the body posture for the robot walking on a slope. We will discuss this problem in coming studies.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study we proposed the method for successive gaittransition on a slope with specified body posture to realize omni-directional walking of a quadruped robot on a slope. By using this method, the quadruped robot could move in all the directions on a slope without stopping. A trade-off between the moving speed and the body posture has also been verified. Through walking simulations, the validity of the proposed approach has been verified. The stability has also been confirmed in the computer simulation in gait-transition by a measure of stability margin. However, by mechanical restrictions in the feet of the real robot, the experiment was only carried out for limited conditions.
In our future study, we will convert the mechanism of the feet, and verify the validity of the proposed method by experiment. In this paper, we showed an example of the optimal body posture for a specific environment, however it is important to derive this for arbitrary inclination. Moreover, although this paper considered the walk of a slope with a fixed inclination, we will consider application in more complicated environment, such as movement between the slopes with the different inclination angle, unevenness, and the stairs etc.. 
